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Campus mall used to be part of the streets in which they follow the 1 mile grid system. Tempe gateway 
therefore is being divided into segments of that grid to identify intersection points where infrastructure 
meets the other.  Additionally another subdivision is identified to determine center points of the main grid. 
In order to connect Tempe gateway to forest mall, existing branches of the mall are being projected to 
create a pedestrian routes that itself intersect with the identified grid and this imposed new infrastructure 
create new points of intersection. Program is later being identified according to its context and three fields 
of program is highlighted. The program is then being analyzed separately according to its user unit of 
measure and a new space of flow is generated. The new flow divide the existing grid into segments that 
will be used to identify further points in the center of those fragments.  The points are used to generate a 
field of voronoi cells. 
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Tempe Gateway is an intervention to Arizona State 
University Tempe campus specifically in relation to HIDA. 
As a connection, malls started to lose the identity of what 
diverse school like ASU has to offer. Influenced by the existing 
infrastructure, thermodynamics, and species comfort, a 
new campus networked mall will emerge to enhance the 
community experience in a diverse and fluid environment. 
The new Gateway hosts different districts that integrate 
concepts of fun, leisure, and play into difference activities, 

TEMPE GATEWAY [CLIMATIC FIELD]
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primary and secondary structure tectonics of elements 
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The new projected pedestrian routes from forest mall 
are being studied in terms of the sun, thermodynamics 
and contexts and being adjusted to accommodate those 
parameters. Along side with HIDA mission to enrich human 
experience, species comfort is a key concept in these 
interconnected network of malls. Collection of water and 
wind, protection of sun are climatic per formative aspect of 
the new structure that will use passive cooling systems to 
allow natural ventilation and venturi effects to take place 
in an outdoor public realm. 

mill avenue view to gateway 

bus stop on mill avenue

The shade structure functions differently when it reaches specific program and performs to accommodate different settings. 
Beside its main function to collect water, and expose it to allow evaporate cooling to take place. It is a celebration point in which 
both water and air come together to be harvested and enjoyed by the public. It also performs as a bus stop on the South West end 
of the site or an exhibition to allow art to be hung on or as a picnic area for different gathering purposes. Because it is fabricated 
with rails, it becomes an installation support structure to allow fabric, plants, electronics, signage or swings to be attached. 
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